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Listening, learning,
innovating
As a mom, you’ll want what’s best for your
baby from day one. Then it’s good to know
there is expert advice on hand to help take
care of you and your baby.
With 30 years of clinical experience in baby feeding,
Philips AVENT has been designing and manufacturing
products to meet your needs. Products that are inspired
by nature and have been developed through extensive
research and clinical trials and, even more importantly
by listening to moms like you.
Our products will help to support the choices you make,
whether breastfeeding, bottle feeding or combining the
two.Then, as your baby grows, the range’s interchangeable
design features mean the products can be adapted to
meet your baby’s developing needs. We are here to help
you to give your baby the best start in life.
Take a look at our website

www.philips.com/AVENT
to see how we can help you.
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Happy baby,
happy mom
Breast milk is, without doubt,
best for your baby’s start in life. It
provides natural protection against
infection and helps your baby’s
ongoing health and development.
Our range of breast pumps and
breastcare accessories are designed
to help you in your breastfeeding
journey, making it easier and as
comfortable as possible to give
your baby all the goodness of
your breast milk.
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It’s so comfy, I get more milk
out than before.

Comfort manual breast pump
Our most comfortable manual breast pump yet for easier
milk flow and more milk naturally.*
• Unique more comfortable expressing position
• Soft massage cushion with warm feel for gentle stimulation
• Includes Natural bottle (125ml/4oz) and nipple
to easily combine breast and bottle feeding
• Compatible across our range of feeding products
• Comes with all you need to express, store and feed your breast milk
SCF330/20

Comfort single electric breast pump
Our most comfortable electric breast pump yet for easy expressing
at the touch of a button.
•
•
•
•

Features a gentle stimulation mode and three expression settings
Unique more comfortable expressing position
Soft massage cushion with warm feel for gentle stimulation
Includes Natural bottle (125ml/4oz) and nipple to easily combine 		
breast and bottle feeding
• Compatible across our range of feeding products
• Easy to use on the go with batteries
• Comes with all you need to express, store and feed your breast milk

SCF332/01

More comfort for mom, more milk for baby*

Comfort double electric breast pump

When you’re comfortable and relaxed, your milk flows easily. That is why together with moms and
baby feeding experts, we have created our most comfortable breast pump yet. Now you can sit
comfortably when expressing, with no need to lean forward, while our soft massage cushion gently
stimulates your milk flow.

Our most comfortable double electric breast pump yet for easy
expressing from both breasts at once – A perfect time saver for
moms and simultaneous pumping at both breasts may even boost
your ability to produce breast milk.**
•
•
•
•
•

Double pumping for more milk in less time
Features a gentle stimulation mode and three expression settings
Unique more comfortable expressing position
Soft massage cushion with warm feel for gentle stimulation
Includes 2 Natural bottles (125ml/4oz) and 2 nipples to easily 		
combine breast and bottle feeding
• Compatible across our range of feeding products
• Comes with all you need to express, store and feed your breast milk
• Includes a handy travel bag

More comfort: 82% of 64 UK breastfeeding mothers agreed that this breast pump was more comfortable than their current pump (main market brands).
More milk naturally: Independent research has shown that there is a link between stress levels and milk production: see www.philips.com/AVENT.

*

Comfort is all in the details

SCF334/02

Large massage cushion
Unlike with other pumps, you
can now sit in a natural relaxed
position when expressing
06

Soft, flexible cushion,
feels extra comfortable
on the breast

Compact design, easy
to hold and position
on your breast

25 mm

This soft massage cushion has a wider funnel, specially designed for
moms with larger than average nipples to ensure the right fit for
comfortable expressing. Can be used with all Comfort breast pumps.
SCF167/01

** A randomized controlled trial to compare methods of milk expression after preterm delivery (Jones et al ADC 2001;85:F91).
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Storage and feeding

Breastcare accessories
All women are different and everyone experiences breastfeeding in a different way. Philips AVENT provides a range
of accessories to help you with some problems you may face along the way.

180 ml/6oz breast milk storage bags
Ultimate protection for your breast milk. Wide opening for
easy filling and pouring.

2-in-1 thermopads

SCF603/25

Soothe tender breasts with these comforting thermal pads, making
breastfeeding easier for you and your baby. Includes soft sleeves
for greater comfort on skin.
Contains: 2 thermopads and 2 soft sleeves.
SCF258/02

Tamper evident
seal for complete
hygiene

Reinforced
seams and dual
layer bag

Secure, leak proof
double zip

Disposable breast pads – day

Invisible under
clothes

Ultra thin with a contoured shape designed to be invisible under
clothes and with an adhesive strip to keep theSuperpads
absorbentin place.
Super soft

Locks in moisture

Ultra dry using multi layers for super absorbency with unique moisture
channels and a one-way barrier which traps moisture inside the pad.
Super soft feel with a silky soft topsheet and breathable, natural
materials. Dermatologically tested.

Invisible under
clothes

Invisible under
clothes

Invisible under
clothes

Invisible under
clothes

Night time

Invisible under
clothes

Day time

Invisible under
clothes

Individually wrapped for extra hygiene.
SCF254/30
SCF254/60

Milk storage cups

30 pads
60 pads

Locks in moisture

Contains:
• 10 pre-sterilized milk storage cups (180ml/6oz)
• 10 milk storage lids
• 2 milk storage cup adaptors

Disposable breast pads – night

Please see page 29 for other items in the range.
SCF612/10

Locks in

Super absorbent

Super soft

Locks in moisture

Invisible under
clothes

Night time

Overnight protection with a wider shape for extra protection when
lying
down. All-round leakage barrier with thicker core to keep you
Day time
dry for longer.
Ultra dry using multi layers for super absorbency with unique moisture
channels and a one-way barrier which traps moisture inside the pad.

Super absorbent

Super absorbent

Milk storage feeding system
A versatile, space saving storage system designed to grow with
your baby. It allows you to use the same cup to express, store
and feed breast milk to your baby. Fits all Philips AVENT breast
pumps and nipples. Ideal for use in refrigerator or freezer.
Contains:
• 5 pre-sterilized milk storage cups (240ml/8oz)
• 5 milk storage lids
• 1 milk storage cup adaptor
• 1 dome cap
• 1 extra soft newborn nipple
• 1 screw ring
SCF610/05

Super soft feel with a silky soft topsheet and breathable, natural
materials. Dermatologically tested.
Individually wrapped for extra hygiene.

Locks in moisture

Locks in moisture

SCF253/20

20 pads

Washable breast pads
Philips AVENT washable breast pads have a brushed cotton lining
which is soft and gentle and feature an absorbent layer which
draws moisture away from the skin behind a leakproof liner.
An attractive lace outer layer gives a feminine appearance
and prevents slippage. Machine washable and dryable.
Contains: 6 pads and laundry bag.
SCF155/06
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Breastcare accessories

Breastcare accessories

Moisturizing nipple cream (30ml)

Breast shell set

Moisturizes and softens dry or sensitive nipples. Apply
once or twice a day during pregnancy to help prepare
skin for breastfeeding and after the birth between feeds
or as required to help maintain healthy supple skin.
No need to remove prior to breastfeeding.

These ultrasoft breast shells are worn inside your bra to protect
your nipples from chafing and to collect leaking breast milk.
Ventilated shells – protect sore or cracked nipples to help them
heal more quickly. Their gentle pressure helps relieve engorgement.
The holes allow air to circulate.

Contains Medilan™, an ultra pure grade of lanolin which
penetrates the skin’s outer layers to improve moisture
levels and ensure suppleness. Also contains coconut oil
and aloe vera, both natural ingredients, to hydrate the
skin and soften nipples.

Breast milk collection shells (no holes) – collect excess breast milk
when feeding or using a breast pump.
Contains:
• 2 ventilated shells
• 2 breast milk collection shells
• 2 ultrasoft silicone backing cushions

No added coloring, preservative or perfume.
SCF504/30

SCF157/02

Breastcare essentials set

Nipple protectors

Get ready for breastfeeding with this breastcare
essentials set which includes all you need for the first
days of breastfeeding in an easy-to-carry pouch.

Made of ultra-fine, soft, odorless, taste-free silicone, they protect
sore or cracked nipples during breastfeeding. They are butterfly
shaped to allow your baby more contact with your breast. Your
baby can still feel and smell your skin and continue to stimulate
your milk supply whilst suckling, and will return easily to the
breast once your nipples are healed.

Contains:
• 12 day pads
• 6 night pads
• 2 thermopads
• 1 moisturizing nipple cream (15ml)
• 1 bra clip
• 1 hygienic pouch
SCF257/00
SCF257/01

without moisturizing nipple cream

Available in two sizes, small and standard.
Contains: 2 nipple protectors
Note: nipple protectors are only designed for use when you
have sore or cracked nipples and should be used with health
professional advice.
SCF156/00
SCF156/01

nipple protectors small
nipple protectors standard

Breastfeeding support set
Ideal set for moms who wish to start expressing milk.
Includes all the products needed to pump, store and
feed your breast milk and to take care of your breasts.
Contains:
• 1 Comfort single electric breast pump
• 1 Natural feeding bottle (260ml)
• 10 pre-sterilized milk storage cups (180ml/6oz) and lids
• 12 day pads
• 6 night pads
• 2 nipple protectors
• 1 moisturizing nipple cream (15ml)
• 1 luxury washable pouch
• 1 ribbon bra clip
• 2 milk storage cup adaptors and newborn nipple pack

Niplette™
A simple solution for flat
or inverted nipples.
The unique and revolutionary
Niplette™ provides a long lasting
solution. In a matter of weeks
of continued use the nipple
will stay erect.
SCF152/01
SCF152/02

1

2

3

Niplette™ single pack
Niplette™ twin pack

SCD292/00
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Bottle feeding
Bottle feeding your baby
The Natural bottle is our most innovative and
advanced bottle, helping to make bottle feeding
more natural for your baby and you. The bottle
with breast shaped nipple is perfect for moms
who plan on breastfeeding, as baby can now easily
combine breast and bottle feeding. Your baby can
benefit from your breast milk no matter if you are
around or not.
Our Classic bottle has been trusted by mothers
since 1984, when it was the first bottle to have an
anti-colic system, so your baby can settle more
easily after a feed. It continues to be the preferred
choice of many moms.
Nothing beats breastfeeding but if you decide to
bottle feed, Philips AVENT draws almost 30 years
of clinical experience in baby feeding to offer the
solution that best meets your needs.

12
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My baby seemed
very content with
the breast-shaped
nipple. He latched
on and accepted it
right away, which
makes it easy for
my baby to switch
between breast
and bottle.

Our Natural range
125ml/4oz
Natural feeding bottle
With soft newborn Philips AVENT
Natural nipple. Ideal for small feeds,
juice or water.

SCF690/17
SCF690/27
SCF690/38
SCF690/39
SCF691/17
SCF692/17
SCF691/27
SCF692/27

1x 125ml (PP)
2x 125ml (PP)
3x 125ml (PP) Pink (US only)
3x 125ml (PP) Blue (US only)
1x 125ml (PP) Pink
1x 125ml (PP) Blue
2x 125ml (PP) Pink
2x 125ml (PP) Blue

260ml/9oz
Natural feeding bottle

330ml/11oz
Natural
feeding bottle

With soft slow flow Philips AVENT
Natural nipple. Ideal when progressing
from the 125ml/4oz.

New!

The natural way to bottle feed
Our new Natural bottle makes it easier to combine breast and bottle feeding. With a breast shaped
nipple for natural latch on similar to the breast, unique comfort petals for softness and flexibility, and
an innovative anti-colic system, it’s our most natural bottle yet.

Pure

glass

It’s all in the details

SCF693/17
SCF693/27
SCF693/37
SCF693/38
SCF693/39
SCF694/17
SCF695/17
SCF694/27
SCF695/27
SCF627/17
SCF628/17
SCF629/37
SCF629/37

With soft medium flow
Philips AVENT Natural
nipple. Ideal for larger feeds.

1x 260ml (PP)
2x 260ml (PP)
3x 260ml (PP)
3x 260ml (PP) Pink (US only)
3x 260ml (PP) Blue (US only)
1x 260ml (PP) Pink
1x 260ml (PP) Blue
2x 260ml (PP) Pink
2x 260ml (PP) Blue
1x 260ml (PP) Boy
1x 260ml (PP) Girl
3x 260ml (PP) Elephants boy (US only)
3x 260ml (PP) Elephants girl (US only)

SCF696/17
SCF696/27
SCF696/37
SCF697/17
SCF698/17

1x 330ml (PP)
2x 330ml (PP)
3x 330ml (PP)
1x 125ml (PP) Pink
1x 125ml (PP) Blue

120ml/4oz
Natural glass
feeding bottle

240ml/8oz
Natural glass
feeding bottle

Made of premium quality
borosilicate glass to ensure the
highest quality for ultimate purity.
Heat and thermal shock resistant.

Made of premium quality
borosilicate glass to ensure the
highest quality for ultimate purity.
Heat and thermal shock resistant.

SCF671/17

1x 120ml (glass)

Pure

glass

SCF673/17

1x 240ml (glass)

Natural nipples
Unique comfort petals for an extra soft and flexible nipple. Use only with Philips AVENT Natural feeding bottles.
Nipples are available in packs of 2.

Natural latch on,
easier for your baby
to combine breast
and bottle feeding
14

Unique comfort petals,
increase softness and
flexibility without
nipple collapse

Newborn
1 hole

Slow flow
2 holes

Medium flow
3 holes

Fast flow
4 holes

Variable flow
slot cut

SCF651/27

SCF652/27

SCF653/27

SCF654/27

SCF655/27

Advanced anti-colic
valve, reduces colic
and discomfort
15
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I started using Philips AVENT bottles as
they are of high quality and the Classic
bottles offer great value for money –
They are easy to clean and maintain, and
our boy doesn’t have any problem with
ingesting air while feeding. He is happy,
and I am happy!

Our Classic bottle range
125ml/4oz
Classic feeding bottle
With extra soft newborn Philips AVENT
Classic nipple. Ideal for small feeds, juice
or water.
SCF680/17
SCF680/27
SCF681/17
SCF682/17

1x 125ml (PP)
2x 125ml (PP)
1x 125ml (PP) Pink
2x 125ml (PP) Blue

260ml/9oz
Classic feeding bottle
With extra soft slow flow Philips AVENT Classic nipple.
Ideal when progressing from the 125ml/4oz.
SCF683/17
SCF683/27
SCF684/17
SCF685/17
SCF684/27
SCF685/27
SCF623/17
SCF624/17
SCF623/27
SCF624/27

Less fussing, less colic

1x 260ml (PP)
2x 260ml (PP)
1x 260ml (PP) Pink
1x 260ml (PP) Blue
2x 260ml (PP) Pink
2x 260ml (PP) Blue
1x 260ml (PP) Blue – whale
1x 260ml (PP) Pink – bird
2x 260ml (PP) Blue – whale
2x 260ml (PP) Pink – bird

330ml/11oz
Classic feeding bottle

Our Classic bottle has been trusted by mothers since 1984, and continues to be the
preferred choice of many moms. Designed for an enjoyable and easy feeding experience,
it is clinically proven to reduce colic and discomfort.*

With soft variable flow Philips AVENT
Classic nipple. Ideal for larger and
follow-on feeds.

* At 2 weeks of age babies fed with a Philips AVENT bottle showed a trend to less colic than babies fed with a conventional bottle. At 2 weeks of age babies
fed with a Philips AVENT bottle showed a trend to less fussing than babies fed with another leading bottle.

SCF686/17
SCF686/27
SCF686/37
SCF688/16
SCF688/17

It’s all in the details

1x 330ml (PP)
2x 330ml (PP)
3x 330ml (PP)
1x 330ml (PP) Pink
1x 330ml (PP) Blue

Classic nipples

Extra soft silicone nipple with built-in anti-colic valve. Use only with Philips AVENT Classic feeding bottles.
Nipples are available in packs of 2.

As your baby feeds, the unique
valve on the teat flexes to allow
air into the bottle instead of
your baby’s tummy
16

Wide bottle neck makes
filling and cleaning easy

Comfortable shape, easy
to hold even for baby’s
tiny hands

Newborn
1 hole

Slow flow
2 holes

Medium flow
3 holes

Fast flow
4 holes

Variable flow
slot cut

Thick feed
Y-slot

SCF631/27

SCF632/27

SCF633/27

SCF634/27

SCF635/27

SCF636/27
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Bottle feeding accessories
Glass bottle sleeve
• Keeps liquids warm or cool
• Provides shock resistance
• Opening for easy scale reading

• Oeko-Tex® class 1 certified
• Machine washable
• Available in 2 colors and 2 sizes

Baby feeding sets

SCF675/01
4oz
SCF676/01
8oz
Bottle not included

Bottle and nipple brush

Drying rack

Specially curved brush head and moulded
handle-tip reach the corners of all types of
bottles, nipples and feeding equipment for
thorough cleaning.

Flexible design to organize your drying, fits
a full day of baby’s feeding products.
• 	Holds 8 bottles, breast pump and pacifiers.
Fitting all sizes of bottles (up to 11 oz/330 ml)
• Hygienic drying
• 	Detachable drip tray
for easy disposal
of excess water

SCF145/06
SCF145/07

Blue
Pink

Adaptor ring for Classic bottle

SCF149/00
Bottles not included

For use with the Philips AVENT
Classic feeding bottle as part of
the two piece anti-colic system.
Contains: 3 rings
SCF200/00

On the go accessories
Thermabag

Milk powder dispenser

The Philips AVENT thermabag holds 2 Philips
AVENT bottles, 2 toddler drinking cups or 4
storage cups. Its double insulation layer keeps
milk cold or water hot for up to four hours.
Lightweight, compact and convenient for travel
with an adjustable shoulder strap.

This handy little unit carries 3 pre-measured portions
of milk powder in separate compartments. When
you’re ready to feed, just open the spout and pour
the powder into the bottle of pre-boiled
cooled water as normal. Infant formula
manufacturers recommend that fresh
feeds be made up when needed, so
there’s no chance of the milk going
off while you’re out and about.
Remove inner section to use
as a bowl or container.

SCD150/11
SCD150/50
SCD150/60

Mixed
Red
Black

Helping moms
get started
Any of our special collections will
give the new family something they
definitely need and want.
We understand that it is not always
easy to know exactly which products
you will need. Our product sets have
been designed to make your life easier
by including what you need all
together in one box. By choosing one
of our great value product sets you
can also be confident that everything
included will integrate with the full
Philips AVENT product range.

SCF135/06

Sealing discs
Convert all Philips AVENT Natural and Classic
bottles to milk storage containers, making it easier
to transport bottles filled with milk.
Contains: 6 discs
SCF143/06
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Newborn starter set
A handy collection including bottles, nipples, a pacifier
and bottle and nipple brush.

Gift idea

Contains:
• 2 Philips AVENT feeding bottles (125ml/4oz)
with extra soft newborn nipples
• 2 Philips AVENT feeding bottles (260ml/9oz)
with extra soft slow flow nipples
• 1 clear newborn pacifier
• 1 bottle and nipple brush
SCD290/01
SCD290/00
SCD271/00

Natural bottles
Natural bottles and advanced orthodontic pacifier
Classic bottles

Bottle feeding solutions set
One set with everything you need for bottle preparation.
The set includes an electric bottle warmer and a handy
milk powder dispenser with 3 separate compartments.
It comes with additional bottles, pacifiers, a bottle brush
and a bag with an insulated pocket for keeping 2 Philips
AVENT bottles warm.

Gift idea

Preparing for feeding
Sterilizing and feeding
made simple
At Philips AVENT, we understand that feeding a baby
may be one of the most meaningful things you do as a
parent. Therefore we offer a range of products to help
you prepare healthy meals for your baby from
sterilization to food.

Contains:
• 1 Philips AVENT electric bottle and baby food warmer
• 2 Philips AVENT feeding bottles (125ml/4oz) with
extra soft newborn nipples
• 4 Philips AVENT feeding bottles (260ml/9oz) with
extra soft slow flow nipples
• 1 milk powder dispenser
• 2 clear newborn pacifier
• 1 thermabag
• 1 bottle and nipple brush
SCD278/00

Gift idea

Classic bottles

Gift idea

It’s a girl! / It’s a boy!

Royal gift set

The ‘It’s a girl! / It’s a boy!’ gift set is the ideal gift to
give to new moms and their precious newborns. The
gift set comes with a Philips AVENT Classic bottle and
a freeflow pacifier, to give baby the best start in life.

Our bottles and pacifiers are made in Glemsford, UK.

Contains:
• Freeflow pacifier 0-6m,
with extra flow holes in
the shield for your
baby’s delicate skin
• 9oz Philips AVENT
Classic bottle
• 1m+, 2 hole slow
flow nipple
SCD683/18
SCD683/19

20

Contains:
• 1 Philips AVENT feeding bottle (260ml/9oz) with
extra soft slow flow nipples
• 2 Classic pacifiers
SCD683/31

Pink
Blue
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Finally a sterilizer that is great for both
bottle feeding and breastfeeding moms!
When I was only breastfeeding I used
the smaller size for sterilizing pacifiers.
Now that I’m also expressing I use the
larger size option to sterilize the breast
pump and a few bottles.

Steam sterilizers
4-in-1 electric steam sterilizer
The easiest way to sterilize. With its adjustable size, the
Philips AVENT 4-in-1 electric steam sterilizer takes up the
least amount of kitchen space yet perfectly fits the items you
want to sterilize whether it’s a few small items or a full load.
Includes advanced display with progress and cool-down
indication to keep you informed, and integrated dishwasher
basket to keep contents together in the dishwasher and to
transfer easily to the sterilizer.
SCF286, SCF287

3-in-1 electric steam sterilizer
The easiest way to sterilize. With its adjustable size,
the Philips AVENT 3-in-1 electric steam sterilizer takes
up the least amount of kitchen space yet perfectly fits
the items you want to sterilize whether it’s a few small
items or a full load.

Good hygiene, good health
Sterilizing is all about protecting your baby from harmful bacteria until his immune system is
strong enough. Research has shown that it can take your baby up to a year to develop the
same kind of immune system as adults. All Philips AVENT Sterilizers use the hospital method
of steam sterilization, which is quick, easy and efficient, with no chemicals involved.

Microwave steam sterilizer

It’s all in the details

The Philips AVENT microwave sterilizer’s compact design
makes it ideal for travel. It sterilizes your Philips AVENT
bottles in as little as 2 minutes*. Contents remain sterile for
up to 24 hours if lid is unopened.

6x 6x 2 2 24 24
Mins

SCF284, SCF285, SCF288

Mins

Hrs

Sterilization times:
*
2 mins for 1100-1850W microwaves
4 mins for 850-1000W microwaves
6 mins for 600-800W microwaves

Hrs

SCF281, SCF282

Large capacity – holds
up to six bottles but four
Natural bottles fit
22

Effective sterilization
– contents stay sterile
for up to 24 hours if
the lid is unopened

Adjustable size saves
kitchen space

content may vary

Dimensions: 166 (H), 280 (W), 280 (L) mm

All our sterilizers are made from BPA-free materials.
23

On the go accessories

Bottle warmer
Antibacterial wipes
The Philips AVENT antibacterial wipes are specially developed to
clean your baby feeding accessories effectively and safely without
water and soap.
The neutral taste and scent formulation kills harmful bacteria and
dries quickly. This way the pacifier, nipple or other baby product
can safely go back into your baby’s mouth.
Packs contain 36 wipes.

New!

Bottle warmer
Gentle and even warming to keep the nutrients and vitamins of your milk at
the best quality. A 125 ml/4 oz bottle of breast milk is warmed in just
3 minutes*. Also includes a convenient defrost setting for milk or baby food.
SCF355/00, SCF355/02 content may vary, bottle not included
*

In the case ≤ 150 ml / 5 oz of milk at a temperature of 20 °C / 70 °F
in a Philips AVENT Classic / Natural bottle of 260 ml / 9 oz.

SCF295/36

Microwave steam sterilizing bags

Electric bottle and baby food warmer

The Philips AVENT microwave steam sterilizing bags are the perfect
solution for easy and fast sterilization anywhere, anytime! Simply fill
the bag with washed, disassembled bottle and breast pump parts,
add 60ml of water and they will be ready to use in 90 seconds*.
You can safely handle the hot bag by holding the “safe zone” in
the upper right corner. The back of the product includes clear
instruction pictograms and a
handy tick-box so you know
how often you have used the
bag. Each bag can be used up
to 20 times. 5 bags within 1
retail pack.

The fast, safe way to warm expressed milk and baby food, the electric bottle
and baby food warmer warms 125ml/4oz milk at room temperature in
around 4 minutes.

At a microwave wattage of >1100 W

Philips AVENT thermal bottle warmer

• Automatically calculates the warming time. Just select a few starting options
and let the digital bottle warmer do the rest!
• Easy to use digital display with audible signal keeps you informed throughout
the warming cycle
• Ultra fast – warms 125ml/4oz milk at room temperature in under 2 minutes
• Shuts off automatically, so no risk of overheating
•	Ideal for milk and baby food from the refrigerator, freezer or at room temperature

Warm bottles anywhere with the Philips AVENT thermal bottle warmer.

SCF260/34 content may vary, bottle not included

The Philips AVENT thermal bottle warmer can easily warm up your
bottles without any electricity. Just fill up the flask with boiled water,
it will keep it hot for hours. Whenever necessary, simply put a bottle in
the beaker, fill the beaker with hot water and close it with the protective
lid. 6oz of milk at room temperature will be warm in just 2.5 minutes.

NOTE: Philips AVENT does not recommend heating baby milk in a microwave
as uneven heating may cause burns and some vitamins may be destroyed.

*

SCF297/05

bottle not included

SCF255/54 content may vary, bottle not included

Digital bottle and baby food warmer
The digital bottle and baby food warmer makes it easy to warm baby’s feeds
quickly and safely.

A clever warming up reference guide
indicates how long a bottle should stay in
the water. This reference guide is printed
onto the beaker itself so the information is
always available when needed.
Ideal on the go as well at home for your
night feeds!
The flask has enough capacity to warm
multiple feeds.
SCF256/00
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bottle not included
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Toddler feeding
Nutritious meals made
easy and fun
Introducing your baby to a variety of fresh foods at an
early age sets the stage for a lifetime of healthy habits.
Since steaming helps preserve the nutrients and natural
flavours of fruits, vegetables and meats, it is one of the
best ways to prepare nutritious meals for your child.
The progression from infant to toddler is an exciting
time for mom and baby, but mealtimes can become a
challenging experience as babies can lose interest in
their food very quickly. By working closely with leading
child psychologist and nutritionist Dr Gillian Harris, we
have developed a complete range of bowls, plates, cups
and cutlery aimed to help engage your little ones at
mealtimes with fun and educational story-telling designs.

26
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Miniblender and feeding set
The Philips AVENT miniblender lets you easily create
healthy, homemade food the way your baby prefers.
At home or on the go, your baby enjoys fresh food that
you prepared. Use the stackable cups for storage in the
refrigerator or freezer or warm the food in the cup
with the Philips AVENT bottle and baby food warmer.
Contains:
• Miniblender
• 6 storage cups and lids (240ml/8oz)
• Recipe booklet

Tasty meals, healthy babies

SCF860/22

Introducing your baby to a variety of fresh foods from an early age sets the stage for a lifetime
of healthy habits. Philips AVENT offers you a range of food preparation solutions, including the
unique combined steamer and blender, the convenient miniblender and feeding set, and the
versatile food storage system.

Combined steamer
and blender

Food storage cups

The new Philips AVENT combined steamer and
blender is ideal for preparing healthy, homemade
baby meals: first steam fruit, vegetables, fish or
meat and then simply lift and flip the jar over to
blend it, with no transfer of food required.

To store, transport and feed baby food. Feed straight
from the cup. Ideal for use in refrigerator or freezer.

Contains:
• Combined steamer and blender
• Measuring cup
• Spatula
• Recipe booklet

Contains:
• 20 pre-sterilized storage cups
(10x 180ml/6oz, 10x 240ml/8oz)
• 20 lids
• 1 weaning spoon
• Recipe booklet

SCF870/22

SCF720/10

It’s all in the details

Simply steam, flip, blend
and serve for perfect
baby meals
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Measure and pour water
into tank to steam your
fresh ingredients

Adjust liquid and times to
achieve the ideal thickness
and texture for your baby’s
developmental stage

180ml/6oz

240ml/8oz

Lids

10 storage cups

10 storage cups

10 storage lids

SCF615/10

SCF616/10

SCF614/10

Important! Save and re-use adaptors and lids to use with refill cups. Use pre-sterilized refill cups several times and discard if showing signs
of wear and tear. Sterilize all cups, lids and adaptors before each subsequent use.
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4m+

6m+

12m+

18m+

12m+

Small bowl

Weaning spoons

Perfect for first feeding and snacks. Anti-slip
base keeps the bowl stable and helps prevent
spills. Dishwasher and microwave safe.

Soft tip spoons – gentle on baby’s gums.
Long, easy grip handles – ideal for adult
hands and for deep jars. Dishwasher safe.

SCF706/00
SCF706/01

SCF710/00

White
Available in blue and pink

colours matched visually - not correct

Two bowl set
Includes: large bowl, small bowl.
See above and page 26 for product details.
SCF708/00
SCF708/01

White
Available in blue and pink

Learning spoon

Gift idea

Bendable handle and tip for baby to learn
to self-feed easily. Perfect for little hands
and gentle on baby’s gums. Dishwasher safe.

Mealtime set
Includes: toddler divider plate, large bowl,
small bowl, toddler fork and spoon.

SCF722/00

See above and page 33 for product details.
SCF716/00

Weaning tip
Fiona Hunter

It’s all in the details

Nutrition advisor

It’s so important that your baby feeds well, both when they are young and also when they’re older
and making the transition to solids. Follow these handy tips and you won’t go far wrong:

Travel set no mess
suction mat
30

Anti-slip base to help
prevent spills

Bendable spoon for baby
to learn to self-feed easily

• First foods introduced should have a bland taste and a 		
thin, smooth consistency (just slightly thicker than milk)
• Start by offering small amounts, about one to two teaspoons
of food, part way through the milk feed
•	Introduce one new food at a time and continue with this for
two or three days so that you can monitor any reaction

•	Do not try to introduce new foods if your
baby is tired, over-hungry or teething
•	Never add salt or sugar to foods for
babies, even if the food tastes bland to
you it will be fine for your baby
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Feeding bib

Large bowl

Crumb catcher collects crumbs and
mess, with a soft adjustable neckline
for your growing toddler.

Ideal for growing toddlers. Easy-scoop sides
make self-feeding easier and an anti-slip base
helps prevent spills. Dishwasher and
microwave safe.

SCF736/00

Available in blue, orange and pink

SCF704/00
SCF704/01

White
Available in blue and pink

Divider plate
Travel feeding set
Perfect for taking snacks and small portions
with you. Integrated weaning spoon for
greater hygiene and convenience.
Dishwasher and microwave safe.

Keeps foods separate making it ideal both for
fussy eaters and for introducing new meals.
Anti-slip base keeps the plate stable
and helps prevent spills. Dishwasher
and microwave safe.
SCF702/00
SCF702/01

White
Available in blue and pink

SCF724/00

Fork and spoon
Gift idea

Weaning set

Specially designed for learning to self-feed,
with easy grip for little hands and deep scoop
spoon and fork. Dishwasher safe.
SCF712/00

Complete feeding set to help baby
transition from breastfeeding to solids.
Contains:
• 7oz spout cup
• Small toddler bowl
• Weaning spoon
• Feeding bib
SCF730/00

Knife, fork and spoon
Toddler’s first knife, fork and spoon set with easy grip
handles for little hands and round edged training
knife – ideal for self-feeding. Dishwasher safe.
SCF714/00
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Cutlery travel set

Toddler drinking

Specially designed for learning to self-feed,
with easy grip for little hands and deep scoop
spoon and fork. With travel case for hygiene
on the go. Dishwasher safe.
SCF718/00

Independent drinking
made easier
As your child grows, learning to drink independently is
a skill which they need to develop. Here at Philips AVENT,
we listen to moms and we learn from health care
professionals. Together, we have a range of innovative
products to help you and your little one develop and
transit whenever they are ready to. Whether they’re
just starting out or they’re confident at drinking, you’ll
find the perfect cup for your child.

Gift idea

Learning set
Encourages eating through fun learning.
Contains:
• Toddler divider plate
• Toddler bowl small
• 9oz spout cup
• Toddler fork and spoon
• Feeding bib
SCF732/00

Available in blue and pink

Gift idea

On the Go set
The perfect travel companion for any mom
on the go.
Contains:
• Travel feeding set
• 9oz straw cup
• Feeding bib
• Cutlery set with travel case
SCF734/00
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Available in blue and pink
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Grown up cup was developed
in cooperation with Professor
Hunt (orthodontist in the UK);
according to him, this is:
the ideal transition cup for
growing toddlers.

12m+ 260ml/9oz
grown up cup

New!

Available in red, green, pink, blue, purple and orange.
SCF782/00
SCF782/20
SCF782/30

260ml 12m+ cup, red and green
260ml 12m+ cup, pink and blue
260ml 12m+ cup, purple and orange

Learn to drink like a grown up
The revolutionary Philips AVENT drinking cup helps your toddler transition to grown up
drinking, without the mess. The unique spill proof valve is lip activated and allows drinking
from all around the rim, just like an adult’s cup.

New!
18m+ 340ml/12oz
grown up cup

It’s all in the details

Available in 3 color variations.
SCF784/00

Grown up cups allow your
toddler to drink all around
the rim, just like an adult cup
36

Revolutionary new valve
is lip activated making it
easy for your toddler to
drink from

340ml 18m+ cup, green, blue and purple

Whether at home or
on-the-go, the protective
lid always keeps the
cup clean
37

The straw cup offers a different experience
Toddlers do not need to tilt the cup as they learn to exert pressure through
the straw to draw the liquid straight up from the bottom of the cup.

12m+ 260ml/9oz
insulated straw cups

4m+ 125ml/4oz bottle to
first cup trainer
For baby’s first step to using a toddler cup.
Bottle base to make the change less noticeable
for the child. Soft spout to train their first
sucking habits.
SCF625/01

125ml 4m+ single

Advanced thermal material to keep drinks cooler or
warmer for longer. Soft, bite resistant silicone straw.
Twist lid keeps straw hygienic.
Available in blue and pink.
SCF766/00

260ml 12m+ cup, assorted colors

6m+ 200ml/7oz spout cup
Soft spout for easy transition from breast or
bottle to cup. Detachable handles for easy grip
and to develop the tipping skills.
Available in blue, pink and green.
SCF750/00

12m+ 260ml/9oz straw cups
Soft, bite resistant silicone straw. Twist lid keeps
straw hygienic. With educational story-telling designs.
Available in blue and pink.
SCF760/00

18m+ 340ml/12oz straw cups
Soft, bite resistant silicone straw. Twist lid keeps straw
hygienic. With educational story-telling designs.
Available in blue and pink.
SCF762/00

340ml 18m+ cup, assorted colors

260ml 12m+ cup, assorted colors

12m+ 260ml/9oz spout cup
Toddler spout for the older child. Features a hard
spout for growing teeth.
Available in blue, pink and green.
SCF752/00

260ml 12m+ cup, assorted colors

18m+ 340ml/12oz spout cup
The sports-style tumbler is larger to suit the
needs of older toddlers. It has a flip top lid and
a clever side clip for attachment to a belt or
a buggy.
Available in blue, pink and green.
SCF754/00
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200ml 6m+ cup, assorted colors

340ml 18m+ cup, assorted colors
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4m+ trainer handles
Easy to fit and remove so cups can be used
with or without handles.

Soothing

Available in blue, pink and green. New design
fits all cups.
SCF242/00

2 handles

Help settle and soothe
6m+ soft spout
With easy-sip and easy to clean valve.
The ideal first step from breast or bottle to cup.
With clear valve. Fits all spout cups.
SCF146/02

2 soft spouts and 2 valves

Being a mom with a young baby is a great
experience, but sometimes it can also
be a challenging role. There could be
moments your baby is not feeling at
ease and is just not comfortable.
Philips AVENT offers solutions
that support you in comforting
your baby.

12m+ hard spout
With easy-sip and easy to clean valve.
The perfect non-spill spout for toddlers.
With clear valve. Fits all spout cups.
SCF147/82

2 hard spouts and 2 valves

18m+ fast flow spout
With easy to clean valve. The faster flow
spout for older toddlers.
With clear valve. Fits all spout cups.
SCF148/52

2 fast flow spouts and 2 valves

12m+ replacement
straw and brush set
For Philips AVENT 9oz, 12oz and insulated straw
cups. Includes straw brush for extra hygiene.
Easy-clean, dishwasher safe and sterilizable.
SCF764/00
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2 replaceable silicone straw sets and 1 brush
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My baby took the
pacifier straight away
and felt at ease.

Orthodontic pacifiers

Air holes in pacifier shield

Increased airflow for extra comfort
(freeflow pacifiers only)

Security ring handle

Orthodontic symmetrical
collapsible nipple

Always there when you need it
With the Philips AVENT pacifier holder, the pacifier is always close to your baby
and stays clean. The pacifier clip is designed for easy attachment and will not
leave marks on your baby’s clothes. Available in three fashionable colors.

Pacifier clip

Orthodontic pacifiers
All babies are unique and different and that is why we offer a wide range of pacifier sizes, shapes
and colors that are suitable for various stages in your baby’s development. Our orthodontic nipple
is symmetrical shaped and respects the natural development of your baby’s palette and teeth,
even if the pacifier ends up upside down in the mouth. The Philips AVENT pacifiers are available
in sizes ranging from 0 to 18 months.

Easy to attach: extra wide opening of the
clip for attaching easily to baby’s clothes
with one hand.
Gentle for clothes: clip doesn’t leave marks
on your baby’s clothes.
Design: fits all pacifiers that have ring handles.
Available in pink, blue and green.
SCF185/00
assorted colors
Pacifier not included

It’s all in the details

Snap on hygienic cap
to help keep your
pacifiers clean
42

Security ring handle

Designed for natural
oral development
43

Pacifier overview
Philips AVENT pacifiers are available in sizes ranging from 0 to 18 months.
Always check your baby is using the right size for their age.

Classic orthodontic pacifiers

with shaped shield and small nipple

with larger shaped shield and nipple

Discrete comfort

Stylish colorful patterns

Discrete comfort

Stylish colorful patterns

SCF170/18

SCF172/12 single dino blue, SCF172/13 single sheep pink, SCF172/18 twin

SCF170/22

SCF172/14 single car blue, SCF172/15 single birds blue/pink, SCF172/22 twin

Cute animal designs

Cute animal designs

SCF182/23

SCF182/24

Fashion exclusive

Fashion exclusive

SCF172/50

SCF196/01

Freeflow orthodontic pacifiers
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Classic orthodontic pacifiers

SCF172/70

SCF197/01

SCF195/01

Freeflow orthodontic pacifiers

Extra airflow for baby’s delicate skin

Extra airflow for baby’s delicate skin with modern designs

Extra airflow for baby’s delicate skin

Extra airflow for baby’s delicate skin with modern designs

SCF178/13 single

SCF180/23

SCF178/14 single

SCF180/24

SCF178/23 twin

SCF178/24 twin

Night time orthodontic pacifiers

Night time orthodontic pacifiers

Glow in the dark

Glow in the dark

SCF176/18

SCF176/22
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Baby monitoring

Teether
The Philips AVENT staged teether is specially designed for baby's oral
development needs. Created to fit into small mouths and hands, they
help soothe teething pain by massaging your baby's sore gums.

Can be
cooled in
refrigerator

3m+ teether
Designed to help soothe teething
pain. Suitable for b
 aby’s front, middle
and back teeth.
•	Choice of various textures: soothes
and massages sore gums
•	Easy to hold: lightweight design
makes it easy for babies to grasp
•	Easy to clean: simply rinse under
water, o
 r sterilize
•	Suitable for cooling: cool in
refrigerator for e xtra comfort
SCF199/00
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Always close
to your baby
At Philips AVENT, we understand that
caring for your baby’s health and safety
is one of the most important things you
do as a parent. Nothing can prepare
you for the intense bond you will have
with your little one when they arrive
and the overwhelming desire you will
feel to care for and protect them.
Philips AVENT understands your needs
and has developed a range of products
to support you. Whether you want to
check their temperature, create a calm
and comfortable environment in the
nursery or feel connected with them,
even when you are not in the same
room, Philips AVENT can help.
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My baby loves the monitor’s
lullabies to fall asleep to and
I love the ease of use and
clarity of the sound.

DECT audio monitors
The Philips AVENT advanced digital technology (DECT) in each product enables you to maintain a secure
connection with your baby at all times. As well as crystal clear sound, these monitors guarantee no interference or
interruption from any other product over a range of up to 330m*.

Temperature sensor with
customized alert
• 100 % reliable connection to your baby
• Smart Eco mode for the most efficient use of energy
• LED lights show your unit is linked and in range
• Sound activated lights show your baby’s sound
• Rechargeable parent unit with up to 18 hrs operating time
• Temperature sensor with customized alert
• Comforting nightlight and lullabies to calm your little one
• Two-way communication so your baby can hear you
SCD560

Peaceful night mode for parents

Baby monitoring you can rely on
Our next generation DECT baby monitors have an even further improved core functionality,
giving the parent even more reassurance everything is safe and well in the baby room.

• 100 % reliable connection to your baby
• Smart Eco mode for the most efficient use of energy
• LED lights show your unit is linked and in range
• Sound activated lights show your baby’s sound
• Rechargeable parent unit with up to 18 hrs operating time
• Peaceful night mode for parents
• Temperature sensor with customized alert
• Vibration mode option
• Comforting nightlight and lullabies to calm your little one
• Two-way communication so your baby can hear you
SCD570

Starry night light projector
to soothe your baby to sleep
It’s all in the details

Range up to 50 meters
indoor, 330 meters outdoor.
Never lose contact with
your little one
48

Comforting nightlight
and lullabies to calm
your little one

Smart Eco mode for the
most efficient use of energy

• 100 % reliable connection to your baby
• Smart Eco mode for the most efficient use of energy
• LED lights show your unit is linked and in range
• Sound activated lights show your baby’s sound
• Rechargeable parent unit with up to 18 hrs operating time
• Starry night light projector to soothe your baby to sleep
• Peaceful night mode for parents
• Temperature and humidity sensor with customized alert
• Vibration mode option
• Two-way communication so your baby can hear you
• MP3 plug to play your own selection of lullabies
SCD580
* Indoor range up to 50 meters, outdoor range up to 330 meters. Depending on the surroundings and other disturbing factors the range may be smaller.
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Digital video monitors
The Philips AVENT digital technology enables you to maintain a secure connection with your baby at all times.
As well as perfect sound quality, you can now also see your baby in crystal clear vision, whether night or day.

0-300m*

The essential connection to
your baby
•	DECT technology guarantees zero
interference and 100% privacy
• Up to 300m range**
•	Smart Eco mode for the most efficient use
of energy
• Comforting nightlight to calm your little one
• Sound activated lights show your baby’s sound
•	LED lights show when your unit is linked and
in range
•	Parent unit is mains powered or battery
operated (batteries not included)
• Volume control
SCD501

With a range of up to 150m*, our video monitors are fully portable and easy to use, making seeing your baby
100%
from anywhere
in your home fast and easy.
x4

100%

x4

Day and night vision, anywhere
x4
in your home
100%

100%

x4

•	A portable connection to your baby with a 150m* range
• Day and night vision from anywhere
in the home
x4
• 2.4" LCD screen with perfect video and audio clarity
•	Voice activation, choose to only see your baby when
they make a sound
• 2x digital zoom for close up view
• Wall mountable for optimal positioning
• Automatic channel selection for 100% privacy
• Connection and low power indicators
• Brightness and volume control

x4

x4

x4

100%

SCD610

x4

100%

x4

Extra camera
Complete peace of mind
while your baby sleeps

0-150m*

•	Guarantees zero interference from any
other wireless device
• ECO mode allows you to lower your energy
consumption and transmission power
• Up to 330m range*
• Adjustable volume and sound sensitivity
•	Rechargeable parent unit can operate
up to 24 hrs before recharging
• Two-way communication
• Lullabies and night light
• No installation – plug and go
SCD505

* Indoor range up to 50 meters, outdoor range up to 330 meters. Depending on the surroundings and other disturbing factors the range may be smaller.
** Indoor range up to 50 meters, outdoor range up to 300 meters. Depending on the surroundings and other disturbing factors the range may be smaller.
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• Add more cameras100%
for100%
your growing
family
x4
• Use up to four cameras with the SCD610
•	Day and night vision, anywhere in the home
•	Zoom and pan
•	Easy install and view x4 x4
•	For use with the SCD610

x4

x4

x4

SCD609

See and hear your baby
The essential connection to your baby
• Automatic infrared night vision for day and night
monitoring with a range up to 150m*
• High resolution 2.4" color screen to clearly see your child
• Voice activation, choose to only see your baby when
they make a sound
• A secure and private connection with advanced
digital technology
• Backup battery function in case of power failure
• LED lights showing you when your unit is linked and in range
• Comforting night light and lullabies to calm your little
one, remotely
• Wall mountable for optimal positioning
SCD603
* Indoor range up to 50 meters, outdoor range up to 150 meters. Depending on the surroundings and other disturbing factors the range may be smaller.
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Baby care

Digital baby bath and
room thermometer

Taking care of
your little one
At Philips AVENT, we understand
that you caring for your baby's
health and well-being is one of the
most important things you do as a
parent. We understand your needs
and have developed products to
support you.

It takes several months for your baby’s
body to learn to properly control its own
temperature. As your baby’s body starts
to develop, keeping a close eye on the
environmental temperature will help you
know they are comfortable. The digital
thermometer gives you a precise reading
of the temperature in your baby’s room. In
addition, you can measure the temperature
of baby’s bath water, as this fun design
thermometer also floats in water, and
is perfectly safe for bath time play fun!
SCH550/20
SCH550/21

Blue
Pink

Baby care set
All baby care essentials in one complete set
•	Digital thermometer – quick and easy measurement, flexible
tip, and professional accuracy*
•	Nasal Aspirator– with soft flexible tip
•	Finger toothbrush– softly massages your b
 aby’s gums or teeth
•	Complete nail care set – rounded-tip s cissors, nail clipper and
three emery boards
•	Hair care– rounded-tip comb and soft hair brush
SCH400/20

* ±0,1 °C between 35°C and 42°C at room temperature 22°C.
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Bags

Thermabag
The Philips AVENT thermabag holds 2 Philips AVENT
bottles, 2 toddler drinking cups or 4 storage cups.
Its double insulation layer keeps milk cold or water
hot for up to 4 hours. Lightweight, compact and
convenient for travel with an adjustable shoulder strap.
SCD150/11
SCD150/50
SCD150/60

Philips AVENT changing
bags give you a great
reason to get out more!
Whatever your style, destination, or budget is,
we have the perfect bag for you. Each bag is
carefully designed for changing your baby while
on the move. All Philips AVENT bags use the
thermal efficiency of 3M Thinsulate™ to keep two
bottles or cups warm or cool for several hours.
So whether you are shopping, on a day trip,
or heading away from home with your baby,
a Philips AVENT Bag helps ensure you have
everything you need to keep you and your little
one comfortable. Plus, some of our bags are
distinctly unisex in design, so even Dad won’t
mind being spotted with one!

Mixed
Red
Black

Urbanbag
The Urbanbag is 2 bags in 1!
It has 2 stylish front flaps to change the look
of the bag with the seasons or your wardrobe.
• Wide adjustable shoulder strap for optimum
carrying comfort
• Spacious, easy access interior and easy-close
magnetic fastening
• Detachable pocket for personal items
• Includes laundry bag
Available in black and brown.
SCD148/60
SCD148/50

Black
Brown

Travelbag
For weekends away, sleepovers with grandparents or as
a carry-on for air travel, this roomy bag comes
complete with the following features:
• 3 easy access compartments ideal for storing clothes,
food and changing items
• Personal items bag designed for safekeeping car keys
and other personal items. This bag clips into the
travelbag for security and easy access
• Shoulder handles and adjustable, detachable
shoulder strap
• Includes laundry bag
• Includes separate insulated bag
Available in black.
SCD149/60
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Black
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Planning for your new arrival
The Philips AVENT shopping planner is designed
to help make preparing easier. Personalize your
selection to make sure whatever you choose is
right for you.

A solution for every stage with clever compatibility
Philips AVENT offer superior quality products designed with you and your baby’s needs in mind.
Our range of baby feeding products are compatible to cover all your needs, from pregnancy to playground.
If you are planning to breastfeed, our breast pumps attach directly to our bottles and storage cups so you
can feed straight from the same container without the need to transfer the milk. When your baby is ready
to drink independently, simply add the easy-grip handles and replace the nipple with a spout.

To bring with you to the hospital

During the first six months

Breast pump

6-7

Feeding bottles

14-17

Breast milk storage

8

Nipples

15 & 17

Feeding bottles

14-17

Breast milk and food storage

8 & 29

Disposable breast pads

9

Thermabag

18 & 54

Newborn pacifiers

44

Bottle to first cup trainer

39

Travelbag

55

Pacifiers and pacifier clips

42-45

Baby monitor

48-51

Bath and room thermometer
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To have when your baby comes home
Breast pump

6-7

Newborn starter set

20

When your baby is 6-18 months old

Thermabag

18 & 55

Combined steamer and blender

28-29

Steam sterilizer

23-24

Baby food storage

27

Bottle and baby food warmer

24-25

Non-spill cups

36-39

Newborn pacifiers

44

Spouts

40

Baby monitor

48-51

Weaning spoons

31

Bath and room thermometer

53

Toddler cutlery, bowls and plates

30-34

If you are breastfeeding
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Breast pump

6-7

Nipple cream

10

Breast milk storage

8

Disposable or washable breast pads

9
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Track, capture and share your baby’s development
We know how important the first few chapters of your baby’s life are to you. That’s why
Philips AVENT have created a free My Baby & Me iPhone app – to help you keep track
of your baby’s development and share your baby’s special moments with your loved ones.

Notes

Ask Philips AVENT
For product information or advice please call our customer care line:
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GB

0844 33 80 489 5 pence/minute (mobile rates may vary)

IRL

0818 21 01 41 national call rate (mobiles vary)

AU

1300 363 391 (option 3)

NZ

0800 658 224

FR

01 57 32 40 51 (coût d’un appel local sauf surcoût éventuel selon opérateur)

DE

040 80 80 10 9 80

AT

01 546 325 103

CH

056 266 56 56 Schweizer Festnetztarif / tarif réseau fixe Suisse /
chiamata nazionale

NL

0900-2021177 (€.10/min)

BE

070 700 036 (€.15/min)

LU

070 700 036 (coût d’un appel local / nationaal tarief)

ES

902 881 082 (consulte coste adicional con su operador)

IT

02 45 27 90 74 chiamata nazionale (potrebbero essere applicati costi addizionali
se previsti dal tuo piano tariffario)

PT

707 780 226 (consulte custos adicionais com o seu operador)

DA

35 44 41 30 pris ved indenrigsopkald (mobilopkaldspriser varierer)

FI

09 88 62 50 41 palvelupuheluiden hinta (matkapuheluhinnat vaihtelevat)

SV

0857 92 90 67 (national samtal)

RU

8 800-200-08-80, 8 800-200-08-83 – консультации по
вопросам грудного вскармливания
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www.philips.com/AVENT
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Trademarks owned by the Philips Group.
© 2013 Koninklijke Philips N.V. All Rights Reserved.
* Based on December 2011 TNS online satisfaction survey conducted among more than 36,000 female users of childcare
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